
Connected 
smoke detectors 
can improve the 
way security 
companies 
secure buildings



    Fire safety equipment maintenance is time-consuming 
leading to waste of man hours with unnecessary check-ups.

    Alerts triggered by smoke detectors may not be heard by 
enough people or are ignored entirely.

    As any business, security firms seek for revenue and 
profitability increase by optimizing operations and reducing 
labor costs.

    With Internet of Things (IoT) solutions such as smoke 
detectors connected to the Sigfox network, the security 
companies can respond quicker to alerts, improve safety, 
retain clients, win new contracts and better manage their 
business.

Smart devices aren’t just improving the lives 
of residents and companies in residential and 
office blocks, they are improving the service 
of companies that manage and protect those 
buildings, too. And it isn’t just about preventing 
break-ins and other illegal activity, either. 
Many contracts require security vendors to be 
responsible for making sure buildings meet fire 
regulations as well. When the average security 
company is already spread thinly, managing 
security at several offices across multiple 
geographic locations, smart technology provides 
a way for security vendors to better manage 
their businesses, improve their offerings and 
increase the protection of employees. 

With an Internet of Things (IoT) powered smoke 
detector device connected to the Sigfox network, 
security companies offering fire protection 
services can provide a safe, manageable service 
that lets them respond quicker, improve safety, 
retain clients and win new contracts. As the 
scope of work for security companies widens, 
the IoT will play an increasingly important role 
in connecting all of their offerings across all of 
the buildings they protect. As an easy to install 
and cost-effective solution, they need to start by 
installing smart smoke detectors.



With connected 
smoke alarms, 
security companies 
can increase their 
offering, improve 
monitoring and make buildings safer

Security companies win big with connected smoke detectors

Optimize operations

A connected smoke detector allows security management companies to gain greater visibility of fire 

protection over the buildings they manage. With devices sending alerts to a cloud-based dashboard 

only when they detect a fire or require maintenance, security firms will be able to manage resources 

efficiently and will not need to waste man hours with unnecessary check-ups.

Improve safety

With a connected smoke detector, alerts aren’t just heard by the people nearest the alarm. All too 

often, these aren’t heard by enough people or are ignored entirely. A connected smoke detector, 

on the other hand, alerts the security company, as well as the office’s tenants. This means that the 

people best placed to take action can do so.

Retain clients

A connected smoke detector is an added offering for security managers. Increasingly, security firms 

are having broader roles, and the ability to offer improved fire safety as part of their service can help 

security firms retain clients.

Win contracts

In a similar vein, smart smoke detectors can also be a unique selling point (USP) when it comes to 

winning contracts. With the promise of improved protection combined with improved operational 

efficiency, security firms that install smart smoke detectors become an attractive prospect.

Increase revenue

All of this can help a security firm to increase revenue and profitability. By helping firms to optimize 

operations and reduce labor costs, whilst acquiring and maintaining new clients, smart smoke 

detectors can have a measurable impact on a security company’s bottom line.



Connected smoke detectors 
are so much more 
than smoke detectors

Connected smoke detectors provide increased security to buildings and increased control to 
security companies. Not only will it alert the office and the security management company to 
potential signs of a fire, it can provide a range of functionality that traditional detectors simply 
can’t match.

The connected smoke detector will send alerts to the 

security company in a number of instances, making it far 

more valuable than traditional alternatives:

•  Smoke detection

•  End of smoke

•  Temperature increases

•  Low battery warnings

•  Removal of battery warning

•  Removal of device from location

•  General condition updates

These alerts can be sent through the cloud to anyone. So 

whether their staff work primarily on desktops, laptops, 

tablets or smartphones devices, or a combination of 

the three, they can keep informed in real time. More 

impressively, the cloud solution can also call or send an 

SMS message to the security company in an emergency, as 

well as the fire service, so that first response is as quick as 

possible.



Connected smoke detectors are 
the perfect IoT product for security 
companies

When you’re managing fire protection for multiple office blocks and residence buildings, you need 
a connected solution that allows you to monitor conditions at every site at a glance. A connected 
smoke detector does just that.

Increased visibility Multiple recipients 
alert

Easy to install Increased 
commercial appeal

Reduced 
maintenance operations

Online management increase visibility

Connected smoke detectors send all information and alerts to an online dashboard that can be accessed from any device. 

This allows security companies to easily monitor the conditions in all of their buildings from a single dashboard. It doesn’t 

matter how many buildings you manage, visibility is still crystal clear. 

Alerts sent to the people who matter

The problem with most fire alarms located in office blocks is that the warning will only 

reach nearby people—and most won’t take any notice of it in the first place. With a 

connected smoke detector, the warning gets sent straight to the security company 

who can act quickly to evacuate the building and call the authorities.

Easy to install, anyone can do it

Because the device ships already connected to the Sigfox network, installation 

is incredibly simple. There is no need for wires to be connected, networks to be 

established or for a power supply to be connected. The device simply needs to be 

placed within the office. Clients don’t have to do anything, either, which means that 

security firms can install devices without bothering office employees.

Ongoing maintenance is almost non-existent

The battery of the smoke detectors is guaranteed to last for at least five years. What’s more, the condition and battery level 

of the device can be monitored from the online dashboard. Altogether, this makes maintaining the smoke detector very easy. 

Ongoing maintenance becomes a thing of the past. Maintenance teams only need to get sent out when security companies 

receive alerts from the devices that require maintenance. As a result, manpower hours are cut as are labor costs.

Improved safety and service increases intention rates and improves acquisition

With connected smoke detectors in place, security companies can significantly increase their service offering to clients. 

Not only are they providing more than the protection required by law, but they can also cut operating costs, which can be 

passed onto clients. As a result, this makes security companies that use connected fire detectors an incredible attractive 

package solution  (proposition) for companies and building managers.



Sigfox enables 
security providers 
to take 

Global network SimpleSecure connection

Sigfox is the perfect network for smart smoke 
detectors to connect to. Sigfox’s global network 
is available worldwide. That means security 
companies can achieve full visibility regardless 

Connection to the network couldn’t be easier. 
Devices can be shipped connected within 
makes it easy for security companies to install 
the device. The Sigfox network is completely 

IoT connectivity don’t need to rely on Wi-Fi or 
Bluetooth local networks, either. This means 

regardless of the available networks. 

Sigfox is a Low Power Wide Area Network 
(LPWAN) that utilizes two-way connectivity 
to connect devices to the cloud. Only very 
small messages are sent between devices and 
messages are only sent a few times per hour. This 
creates low-power and low-cost communication, 
and savings which can be passed onto end-
users in the form of low subscription fees. It 

years with steady and predictable power usage 
that allows security companies to predict when 
batteries will need replacing.

Discover Sigfox Ready 
devices and IoT end-to-end 
solutions enabled by Sigfox: 
partners.sigfox.com

https://partners.sigfox.com/search/products?q=security

